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A global array of Gigaton Neutrino Detectors would benefit
from a common, controllable calibration source
= Steerable high-energy neutrino beam.

Such a beam would have other applications to Arms Control.

Would this beam cost more or less than the Gigaton 
Detector array?  Is it buildable at all?











A 3 TeV muon collider might 
cost $10B.
1 PeV ν’s require 3 PeV µ’s.
⇒Need factor of 100 cost

reduction to stay at $10B.
⇒Well matched to the spirit
of the Gigaton Project!







Must rotate a 1000-km-long object to 10-7 accuracy in 
arbitrary directions, ⇒? Site in space?



Why not use a Space Elevator
to a geosynchronous orbit?

Carbon nanotubes might be
strong enough.

Of course, still must provide
the (large) energy differential
of the orbiting objects. 

And, must give the objects
the (large) transverse
momentum of orbiting objects.

















Did our heroes appreciate the merits of off-axis neutrino 
beams in providing a more monochromatic spectrum 
(due to Jacobian peak in 2-body decay kinematics)? NO!



E/R is fixed for a given strength of bend magnets.

So P ~ N E2/m2 for a circular ring storing particles of mass m.

1000 TeV rings are power hogs.

So, what about 100 TeV? 10 TeV? 1 TeV?





A 1000 TeV Linear Accelerator?
No synchrotron radiation.

But, must have full energy (1000 TeV!) of rf acceleration.

⇒ Linear accelerators typically more expensive than
circular accelerators of same energy.

? Save on real estate costs by siting on the Moon
(J. Learned).

100 PeV positrons via 100 km of 100 GeV/m acceleration.
Collide with e’s to make Z’s.
Z →νν yields a 5 PeV neutrino beam.
Angular spread ~ 50 GeV / 5 PeV ~ 10-5.
⇒ 5 km beam spot at the Earth.


